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AGENDA ITEM 821 DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNI l'IONAL F:CONOMIC CO-OPERATION (conti nUlld)

(a) PREPARATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR THE {<'OURTH UNITED
NATIONS DEVELOPMENT DECADE (1991-2000) (~.Q,n.t.J,rH!~<i) (A/44/3; A/44/4])

1. Mr.J-MmQH (India) said his delegation was disl\fJPoillted that agr8P,mflnt lJi:Hi not
been reached in the A9..li~ Committee for the Preparation of thp Internatinnrtl
Development Strategy for the Fourth United Nations Development D~cade on the
tentative outline of that strategy. The preparation of the new ~tratAqy providod
an opportunity to evolve a new development consensus for tho revitall~ntion of
growth and development of the developing countries. Such R consensus, luoking
heyond the current focus on short-term adjustmont, should take Recount of tllO vnHl:
changes that the global uconomy had undergone in the past decade. One of ils main
objectives ~hould be enhanced international economic co-operation to ~~o~ido ~n

external economic environment supportive of developing countries' development
efforts. It should contain agreements on specific objectives, targets and
indicators, and commi tments by Governments on selected priority i~;.c;lIas. Lastly, it
should provide a coherent framework for action within the United Ndtion~ system,
and review and monitoring mechanisms allowing for adaptation to rapidly chnngiu9
situations in the world economy.

2. M~'-L_&HRi:~RElCJ:I (Denmark), speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries, said
that they concurred with the four themes suggested for the new development strategy
and remained fUlly committed to the comments they had made at the second session of
the A(;LH.Q~ Committee.

3. Substantive and detailed negotiations would not commence until after the
special session of the General Assembly in April 1990, and the fourth strategy
would then have to be finalized in just four or five months. That task might be
easier if at its third session, the Ag_~~~ Committeo also discussed the elements of
the strategy in much more concrete terms. The Nordic countries proposed thrlt, in
order to further that purpose, the Secretariat might prepare, in close co-operation
with the Chesirman of the ~.9,_Ji9..Q Committee, a compilation of elements to be included
in the strategy, to be submitted to the Committee at its third sosHion in
January 1990. On the basis of the discussions at the Committeo's second session,
it might be possible to reach final agreement on an outline of the new strategy
during the current General Assembly, thus providing valuable guidance for t,llU

Secretariat in preparing its substantive contribution. That tusk would nul ha
easy, but it must be undertaken if the January meeting was to servu a pllrpone in
the preparatory process leading to the adoption of the fit.rat.egy by the Gnnur',d
Assembly at its forty-fourth session.

4. The Nordic countries had stressed those procedural issues hecause of thoir
concern that agreement should be reached on a new development Rtr~t,ogy wllich wDulrt
prove more useful than its predecessors, inspiring and directing inter"nntional
co-operation and providing guidance for the operational activities of the United
Nations system.

/ ...
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5. Mr. HANG Baolty (Chin~) said that his delegation fully agreed with the ideas
contained in the progress report of the A~Hoc Committee of the Whole. At the
first and second sessions of the Committee some convergence of views had been
apparent, and 8 good start had thus been made on preparing a new strategy.

6. In view of the great importanc~ his delegation attached to the formulation of
the new strategy, it had submitted to the Ad Hoc Committee at its second session a
position paper indicating that, as a minimum, the new strategy should includel a
preamblel guidelines, purposes and objectives of international economic
co-operationl priority areas and policy objectivesl and provision for monitoring
and review of its implomentatlon. The position paper had set forth nine priority
areasr trade and commoditiesl development financel external debtl science and
technologYI human resources development 1 the environmentl social development 1
poverty alleviationl and the least developed co~ntriel. The list was not an
exhaustive one. Those areas had been singled out in the belief that a strategy
which evaded the urgent issues facing developing countries would not truly promote
effective internation&l economic co-operation in the 1990s, or assist in the
economic revitalization and development of those countries.

7. During the in-depth discussion of the new strategy's overall structure at the
second .esslon of the Ad Hoc Committee, many valuable proposals had been advanced,
and welcome progress had bedn made on certain issues. His delegation greatly
appreciated the eff~rt8 made by the Group ot 77 regalding the structure of the
international devel~pment strategy, and the co-operative spirit displayed by the
State. members of the Eur~~ean Committee. Th. preparation of the new strategy was
a complicated and arduous task, calling for 10int efforts by all partie.. His
deleqation was ready to join all other delegations in an endeavour to accelerate
the process.

8. Mr. de ALINCAR (Brazil) said that the main objective of the new strategy
should be to define what efforts must be made by the international community to
ensure that development took place at a rate whic;l would make up the ground lost in
the 1980s. The performance of the world economy in 1988 had been characterized by
the persistence of deep external imbalances among major industrial countries,
inflationary preslures in 60me of them, followed by tight monetary policies and an
increase in international interest rates. In most developing countries,
particularly in Africa and Latin America, economic activity had been even weaker
than forecBst. Many economies were .tagnatin~. Rising external debt-service
obliqations had caused tight bUdgetary r~strictions and a further reduction in
expenditures for social programmes. Investment had declined, and inflation had
accelerated. Per capita incomes had decreased to the levels of the 1970. or even
the 1960s.

9. As the World Bank had pointed out, higher real interest rates, reduced
international capital flows and lower commodity prices had made further bdjustment
virtually impossible for the indebted countries. In fact, the adjustment effort
had been one-sided' while debtor developing countries had pushed adjustment to its
uppermost limits, the industrialized countries mainly responsible for the existing

/ .. "
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(Mr, d. A~eDclr, Brlzil)

situatioD had don. little to adjuDt th.ir own .conomi.s and continu.d, therofore,
to contribut. to the overall imbalanc•• of the world .conomy. It was thuI hardly
surprising that the Idjustment efforts of developing countries had led only to
r.c••siOD and fatigu••

10. Sinc. 1982 many indabted countri.1 had transferred abroad between 3 and
5 p.r cent of their GNP a year. According to the International Monetary Fund,
73 d.v.loping countries wvre now net debtors. Th. phenomenon of net tranlfer of
resources hid caused what the President of Brazil had described as a Marshall Plan
in rev.rse. AI the World Economin Surv.y point.d out, the larg.st market d.veloped
.conomy had become an insatiable user of the world's lavings, particularly since
the .scalation of its international payments d.ficit beginning in 1983.

11. Trld. imbalances remained large and protectionist m.asures continued to plague
the int.rnational trading system, Many industrializ.d .conomi.s had turned
t.mporary saf.guards into permanent features of their foreign trade policies,
Unilat.ral actions w.re appli.d, or thr.atened, in compl.t. d.fiance of
multilat.ra~ trade rules. Other types of structural in.fficienci.s were offset by
the provision of bountiful l'lbsidies. Meanwhil., what.v.r .xport earnings
dev.loping countri•• wire able to obtain had to b. assigned not to imports of the
.quipm.nt Ind technology they needed to remain competitiv., but rather to the
payt,IInt of the exorbitant interest levied on their for.ign d.bt,

12. Prolp.cts for growth and developm.nt w.r. thuI bl.ak, and broad international
co-operation and .ff.ctiv. co-ordination were need.d to r.v.rs. th. situation.
Th. co~••nlus r.ach.d two years before on the preparation of a n.w strategy must
now b. backed by firm determination to face the issues squarely and assume the
concomitant responsibilities. To design a strategy wa. a joint endeavour requiring
the full participation of all members of the international community. His
del.gation hoped that consensus would emerge on a new strategy, reflecting a
commitment to bring some equilibrium to the world economy and to allow development
to go forward, rather than hamper it.

13. Mr, AL-MUSLEMANI (Qatar) said that the abundant data now available on the
economic situation during the 1980s would makp it possible to decide what must be
done in the coming decade in order to avoid past mistakes and what policies must be
pursued if there was to be any improvement. Th. current world economic situation
was marked by a number of crises to which there were no imminent solutions. The
unexpected expansion of world output and international trade in 1988 had failed to
spread to the developing countries. It seemed that their situation would
deteriorate further and changes must therefore be made in the economic and trade
structures which had aggravated the world economic crisis and had led to increased
debt problems,

14. r.hanged concepts of international economic co-operation were required with a
view to achieving development, The studies prepared by the international
development institutions indicated that, in the 1990s, growth in the industrialized
countries would remain slow and commodity prices in the developing countries would

/,. ..
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(Mr. Al-Mu.lemani. Oatar)

maintain their current level. The atu6ies also indicated that the stagnation
affecting the .conomies of many dev.loping countries would continue into the n.xt
decade, and a n.w approach was therefore required in order to addre•• their
probl.ms.

15. Rapid action was r.quired if the .ituation in the developing countri•• was not
to become .xplo.ive. Population was rising conltantly. Incr.aling numbera at
graduat•• a.pired to a better future, and Governmentl would have to re.pond to
their hop•• and wi.h... If economic growth in the developing countries was not
SUfficient to enable the Government. concerned to raise the staudardl of living of
their people' and me.t the demands of youth, there would be dire consequence, not
only for tho.e Gov.rnm.nts but for the entire international community. Th.
adoption of appropriate mea.ure. to promote the development of the developing
countries was therefore a collective re.pon.ibility of developing and develop.d
countries alike. The creation of an appropriate climate for development was
clo.ely linked to the rever.al of the dir~ction of r••ource flows, the upward
adju.tment of commodity price. and the lifting of re.triction. on trade.

16. The change in the political climate, the reduction in the level of armam.nts
among the industrialized countries and the multilateral effort. being made for the
.olution of long-.tanding regional conflict. would be mOlt helpful during the
coming decade. The' )ecial .e••ion of the General A••embly in 1990 devoted to
international econorld.c co-op.ration would provide a unique opportunity to place all
the positive and negative factor. side by .ide and to attempt to formulate that
just .quation which the .ntir. international community expected from the
Organization.

17. Mr. DlNU (Romania) .aid that hi. del.gation .upported the statement deliveryd
by the Chairman of the Group of 77, and had .pelled out it. views in detail at the
fir.t ••••ion of the Ad Hoc Committe.. Although the Committee had achiev.d c.rtain
result. at its ••cond ,es.ion, hi. del.gation was concerned that with le.s than a
y.ar to complete its work, it had not yet begun to explore the substance of
policies and measure. to b. inclUded in the new d.velopment strategy.

18. The .trat.gy for the 1990. should be a qualitatively new instrument for
r.vita1izing economic growth and development, particularly in the d.veloping
world. As a political instrument of international co-operation, it .hould help to
make the international economic environment more .upportive of the developing
countries. In the longest period of depression the dev.loping countries had ever
known, the gap between the developed and the developing countries had continued to
widen, resources had continued to be transferred out of developing countries,
protectionism and external debt had increased, and coercive trade measures had been
employed against developing countries. Indeed, the world's economic problems had
become global political issues. The negotiations on the strategy would demonstrate
to what extent the readiness of the developing countries for dialogue and
co-operation would be matched by the developed countries.

/ ...
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19. Mr. CHAHINA (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that the deteriorating economic
situation of the developing ~ountrieB and the widenlng gap between them and the
industrialized countries must be taken into account in the preparation of the new
international development strategy for the fourth United Nations development
decade. The implementation of the previous Strategy had encountered many
difficulties, but much experience had been acquired and it would be most useful in
the elaboration of the forthcoming strateqy, the principal goal of which must be
the revitalization of economic growth and development in the developing countries.

ao. The strategy must take due account of the human aspects of development,
promote awareness of the need for international co-operation for development and
help formulate just solutions to the many problems facing the world economy. The
desired goals could not be achieved as long as the developing countries continued
to encounter problems that aggravated their economic and social situation, such as
protectionism, tariff barriers and other severe restrictions on trade. External
indebtedness would require concerted efforts and co-operation between debtor and
creditor countries for the solution of a problem that worsened daily.

al. Other significant problems impeding the development programmes of the
developing countries were those of environmental deterioration, the pollution of
the seas and the atmosphere and the transfer and disposal of toxic wastes. The new
strategy should be comprehensive, flexible, realistic and workable, and it must be
adequately publicized through the various information media. The mandate entrusted
to the Ad Hoc Committee of the Whole for the preparation of the strategy was of the
utmost importance, and it was incumbent upon all to assist it in its work.

22. Mr. CHOWOHUIY (Bangladesh) said that his delegation fully agreed with the
statement by the Chairman of the Group of 77. For a majority of the devaloping
countries, the 1980s had been a lost decade, characterized by structural
imbalances, and an increase in the number of persons living in absolute poverty.
Development had been hindered by, inter alia, severe unemp~oyment, an intolerable
debt burden and depressed commodity prices. His delegation hoped that the
international development strategy for the 1990s would provide a much-needed
framework for concerted act:on to ensure balanced and sustained economic
development.

23. The new strategy must be global in scope and aim at securing socio-economic
prcgress on a broad front. Its primary goal should be to promote and accelerate
growth and sustained development in the developing countries, with special emphasis
on the alleviation of poverty. Long-term measures to that end should include the
structural transformation of developing countries and the modernization of their
economic base. Ecological concerns must also be accorded priority. Attention must
be focusod on the increasing marginalization of the least developed countries in
the world economy. The strategy must also ensure the developing countries access
to the benefits of science and technology. Moreover, broad measures must be taken
to increase financial flows to developing countries on concessional terms, reduce
their debt burdens and reverse the net transfer of resources from the developing to
the developed countries. The important link between trade and development must be

/ ...
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(~Chowdhury, Bangladesh)

recognized. To that end. the need to open markets to the exports of developing
countries must be the underlying premise of any strategy for the 19909.

24. The success of the strategy would hinge on how favourable the environment was
to growth and development. In the 1980s. policy co-ordination had remained limited
to the major developed market economies without addressing the concerns of the rest
of the world. If the experience of the 1990s was to be different from that of the
previous decade. the sustained long-term development of developing countries must
be emphasized. beyond immediate crisis ma~agement.

25. Its success would also be largely dependent on improved co-ordination of
activities within the United Nations system. It was his delegation's hope that the
joint meetings of the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination (CPC) and the
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) would contribute to the preparatory
process. All United Nations organizations and bodies, in particular the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) should be invited to submit
their contributions to the preparation of the strategy.

26. Unfortunately, the Secre~ar~uL documents on the strategy were narrow in scope
and had not touched on many issues of importance to the least developed countries.
Building on the convergence of views which had taken place in recent months, the
third session of the Ad Hoc Committee in January 1990 should focus on substantive
issues. At the current session of the General Assembly. action should be taken to
strengthen the Ad Hoc Committee and avoid duplication of its work.

27. Mr. SILALA8I (Indonesia) said that his delegation fully endorsed the statement
by the Chairman of the Group of 77, and was concerned that despite universal
participation in the preparatory process, the work of the Ad Hoc Committee had not
yet been conclusive. The dismal failure of the Strategy for the 19808 had been
caused not by its goals and objectives, but rather by an extreme shift in the
macro-economic environment and a lack of political will. The basic concepts
underlying the strategy remained valid, and should therefore be retained and
adopted.

28. In order to be effective, the strategy for the 1990s would have to be based
more strongly on the priorities of the developing regions of the world. It must
generate an understanding of the requirements for sustained world development. and
must be aimed at the recovery and sustained development of the many developing
countries which had undergone a decade of stagnation or decline. Its structure and
outline should address the issues covered hy previous strategies, such as
international trade, resource flows, technology and industrialization, while also
taking into account the new dimensions of the external debt crisis, commodities
prices, human resource development, preservation of the environment and the
eradication of poverty.

/ ...
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AGENDA ITEM 12: REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (A/44/3, 139, 206 and
Corr.1 and ~dd.1, 217, 229, 235, 255, 264, 273, 274 and Add.l, 276-278, 284, 315,
338, 340, 355, 361, J76, 379, 401, 486; A/C.2/44/L.3)

29. Mr. ARMED (Under-Secretary-General for International Economic and Social
Affairs) said that in the past year the Economic and Social Council had
concentrated on strengthening development and international economic co-operation,
hoping thereby to enhance the role of the United Nations. The forthcoming special
session of the General ~ssembly had been seen as an occasion to strengthen
multilateralism in the socio-economic sphere by resuming global dialogue and
promoting the new international development strategy as a framework for accelerated
growth in the 1990s. The need for the United Nations to play a more prominent role
in world economic affairs was exemplified by the important resolutions adopted by
the Council during the year.

30. The concern for strengthening international economic co-operation had also
been reflected in the Council's general debate at its second regular session, which
had focused on a number of key issues. The growing disparity in economic growth
between the developed market economies and most countries in ~frica and Latin
America had rendered more urgent the need to stimulate development in the
developing countries, particularly the least developed countries, which had
continued to languish and were in danger of becoming marginalized. The ?roblem
would be addressed on a comprehensive basis at the forthcoming conference on least
developed countries.

31. The Council had paid particular attention to the economic crisis in ~frica and
the implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic
ReCOvery and Development 1986-1990, and had adopted a resolution on an alternative
framework for structural adjustment in Africa.

32. With regard to the problems of external debt and the net transfer of resources
from developing countries, the general debate had led to the conclusion that an
urgent solution was essential to restore growth in the middle and low-income
heavily-indebted countries.

33. Close attention had also been given to the issue of the environment and,
despite differences about its relationship with economic growth, it was generally
agreed that protection of the environment was a shared responsibility but should
not be a condition for development assistance. The proposed conference on
environment and development in 1992 would seek consensus on the issue.

34. The Council debate had also reflected growing concern over such issues as the
inadequate management of interdependence, the need to achieve greater international
economic security and to combat protectionism, the importance of a successful
Common Fund to stabilize commodity markets and of measures to control inflation and
to help eradicate poverty. The importance attached by the Council to the World
Economic Survey had been manifested by its recommendation that the Survey should
extend its coverage of economic and social issues by, for example, including in its
next issue a comprehensive analysis of the transfer to resources to and from

/ ...
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developing countries and an in-depth review of the relationship between economic
and social factors and of the impact of the world economic situation on the social
situation of developing countries. By thus extending the scope of the Survey. the
Council hoped to enhance the interdisciplinary and integrated view of development
which it provided.

35. The latest demographic projections to the year 2025. prepared by the
Population Division of the Department of International Economic and Social Affairs.
had revealed a growing diversity in the socio-economic characteristics of the
world's population. In a number of developing countries with large populations
there had been a strong downward trend over the last 15 years in fertility and
mortality rates. but those same rates had remained high in least developed
countries. particularly in Africa. with the result that the developing world now
accounted for more than four-fifths of world growth. generating increasing
pressures on employment and resources.

36. In the light of the projections and recommendations formulated by the
Population Division. the Council had adopted a number of important resolutions.
which were aimed at addressing demographic needs and problems in Africa. and in the
least developed countries in general. and stressed the role of population in
development by urging Governments and the organizations of the United Nations
system to give full consideration in their preparations for the new international
development strategy to the interrelationships between population and other aspects
of development. The Council's commitment to the World Population Plan of Action
had been further manifested in its adoption of resolutions to convene an
international meeting on population in 1994. and to take measures to strengthen the
implementation of the Plan.

37. The problem of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) had reached pandemic
proportions. The Council had called for a co-ordinated implementation of the World
Health Organization's Global Strategy for the prevention and control of AIDS. and
had urged the United Nations to mobilize its resources in combating the effects of
AIDS on the socio-economic development of developing countries. The Department had
responded to such resolutions by continuing its AIDS prevention and control
activities. emphasizing the socio-economic aspect of AIDS in developing countries.
Information on AIDS had bee.! gathered by the relevant united Nations organizations.
and was reflected in the Secretary-General's report on the Global Strategy for the
prevention and control of AIDS. Together with experts from other United Natior-s
organizations and from research institutes. the Department was studying ways to
assess the impact of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and AIDS on development
sectors of individual countries. Such research would provide social and economic
data to assist national policy-makers in devising strategies to combat the disease.
as would technical meetings between United Nations regional offices and national
Governments in affected countries.

38. In its important resolution on human resources (1989/120). the Council had
reaffirmed the need for an integrated and multidisciplinary approach to all aspects
of human resources development. The Council had also reviewed progress in

I • ••
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implementing the Plan o{ Action for the World Decade for C,.ltural Development and
had called for strengthened efforts to be made by member States and the United
Nations system.

39. The world social situation was of particular concern to the Department for
International Economic and Social Affairs in the context of it~ work on the new
economic strateqy. The Economic and Social Council had requested that the
Department should expand its report on the world social situation to cover
siqnificant social trends and the impacts of structural adjuatmeut and the external
indebtedness of developing countries on their social ftituation.

40. HI. LOPES (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization),
introducing the report of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and of the
Director-General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization on the progress of the World Decade for Cultural Development
(1988-1997) during the period 1988-1989 (A/44/284), said that Member States and
most members of the United Nations system had undertaken activities in support of
the Decade. However, even United Nations orqanizations and proqr~nmes must include
more activities in their biennial programmes, in accordance with the decision of
ACC, in the deciaion referred to in paraqraph 51 of the report. In contrast to the
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade and the International
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction the urgent economic need for the World Decade
for Cultural Development miqht not seem readily apparent. However, while those two
decade. addressed important development problems, the Decade for Cultural
Development spoke to the process used to address all development qoals.

41. There was qrowinq evidence that the importance of takinq cultural factors into
account was becominq more widely accepted. In 1989 the World Bank had initiated a
series of pilot projects in Togo and Guinea containing components dealinq with
cultural identity and improvement, and early in 1990 a joint World Bank-UNESCO
mission would make a preliminary assessment of how cultural factors had been taken
into account in those projects. The Economic Commission for Africa had published a
framework for transformation and recovery which suggested that the cultural milieu
was a major factor in the development process. The United Nations Development
Programme had recently published a brochure entitled "Cultural Development"
outlining work it had financed in that area. By the end of 1989 the Development
Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development would complete a major policy document on development co-operation in
the 19908, which would no doubt reflect the notion put forward in the OAC
principles for project appraisal that scclo-cultural conditions must be analysed in
order to identify possible constraints to successful project implementation.

42. Since completion of the report, UNESCO had selected the fi~sl round of Decade
activities. From among the 296 proj9cts submitted, 231 had been approved, of ~hich

21 had been accorded financial support. Tho projects came from every region of the
world, and addressed an exciting arrny of issues. Examples were a project from the

I . •.
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Permanent Inter-State Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS) which
sought to use traditional music and theatre to alert rural areas to the need to
protect the environment; an international symposium on the production and marketing
of indigenous art, organized by Canada in the light of the revision of the
International Labour Organisation's Convention lr7 in J~ly 1989 to give greater
emphasis to cultural identity; pilot projects from New 3ealand and the German
Democratic Republic designed to demonstrate scientifically that participation in
artistic activities was able to improve the morale of invalids and hasten the
recovery of other patients; a project to be undertaken by Argentina to assess the
effects of deforestation on the way of life of the populations concerned; the
compilation by the Asian Cultural Centre for UNESCO in Japan of a collection of
videotapes on the dances of Asia and the Pacific for instructional purposes in
primary and secondary schools; and a study by a non-governmental organization of
the cultural factors affecting the participation of WO!len in development in the
Maghreb.

43. The World Decade for Cultural Development was a central theme in the draft
third Medium-term Plan of UNESCO for 1990-1995. Moreover, in the draft programme
and budget for the 1990-1991 biennium, the Director-General proposed over
$6 million for Decade activities across the seven major programmes. He had also
suggested that $1 million should be set aside to finance projects consistent with
the aims of the Decade submitted to the Organization by Member States and other
partners.

44. The Director-General was also submiLL a report to the UNESCO General
Conference at its twenty-fifth session on th", possibility of establishing an
international programme for the Decade. If adopted, the programme would address
eight priority concerns, each of which would be the subject of a systematic
comparative study leading to a publication, concrete action or an institutional
innovation. The eight project areas were: culture, management and development;
tourism, culture and development; technology and cultural products; media impact on
culture and behaviour; cultural pluralism towards the year 2000; financing culture
and the arts; a UNESCO exchange programme for young persons; and a cultural
Olympiad.

45. It was the wish of Member States to see a World Decade for Cultural
Development which addressed not only theoretical issues, but also concrete
matters. Consistent with Economic and Social Council resolution 1989/107, and with
the expressed desire of Member States to reinforc~ co-ordination and avoid
duplication of effort within the United Nations system, UNESCO would propose the
establishment of an inter-agency steering committee for the Decade at the ACC
meeting the following week. In addition, it would welcome the support of the
Second Committee for a mid-term conference in 1993 to assess the implementation of
the Decade Plan of Action.

46. If the Decade was to change the way in which the development process and the
values which that process should strive to conserve were viewed, then it must be
world-wide. To achieve that end, UNESCO would use all the rasources at its
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disposal, particularly with regard to information. Yet its efforts would be of
little avail unle•• all other partner. were willing to commit themselves to the
philosophy of the World Decade and its four objective.. He asked for the help of
the Second Committee in securing that aim.

47. Dr. MANN (Director of the Global Programme on AIDS, World Health Organi.ation)
laid that approximately 600,000 people were expected to develop AIDS by the end of
1989. An estimated 6 to 8 million people were currently infected with HIV, which
could develop into AIDS atter .everal years.

48. The modes ot HIV transmission remained unchanged. There was no evidence that
the virus wa. spreading by any means other than sexual intercour.e, exposure to
blood or transmis8ion from an infected mother to a foetus. WHO had identified f~ur

epidemiological patterns of transmission, which varied according to personal and
social behavior in different parts of the world. In pattern I countries 
including the United States, Canada, the Western Buropean countries, Australia and
Nev Zealand - sexual transmission of HIV remained predominantly ho~~se~ual,

although heterolexual transmi.sion was increa.ing. Transmissionl through blood
were related to self-injecting drug users who ahared contaminated needles.
Overall, at least 2 million people were infected in pattern 1 ar~a. of the world.

49. Pattern 11 areas included most of lub-Saharan Africa and certain areas of the
Caribbean. HIV transmission in thOle areal was predominantly heterosexual and
perinatal, meaning it was passed trom mother to child. While urban area~ were nlost
heavily affected, the virus was becoming increasingly common in rural areas, where
moat of the popUlation lived. The nearly equal sex distribution of HIV infection
in pattern 11 areal had ominous implications for children. WHO estimated that in
the 1980s, nearly 150,000 children had been born infected with HIV. Over 3 million
adult. were estimated to be infected in pattern 11 areas, and the figure was
increasing. A new pattern, called 1/11, was typical of the Caribbean and Latin
America, where transmission had been largely homolex~al in the early 1980s and had
become increasingly heterosexual in the middle and latter part of the decade.

50. Pattern III areas included North Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and
most countries in Asia and Oreania. HIV was a relatively recent phenomenon in
those regions, and they accounted for only l. per cent of AIDS cases in the world.
However, the situation could change very rapidly, as it had in Thailand.

51. All over the world, the pandemic remained dynamic and unstable. Although
behavioural changes had led to a decline in the incidence of HIV in certain areas,
vulnerability remained high. In particular, the linkage between drug injection and
the HIV/AIDS pandemic wa~ creating a major public health crisis. During the 19805,
the number of HIV-infected people had risen from around 100,000 to at least
5 million, and an estimated 600,000 people, of whom at least half had died, had
developed AIDS. WHO e~timated that in 1990 and 1991 alone, nearly 500,000 peoplo
could develop AIDS. Based on a Delphi stUdy, its longer-term projection was that
the number of people infected with HIV J~ the 19908 would be approximately two to
three timtis greater than it had been in the 1980s. The number of adults devel0ping
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AIDS in the 1990s would be nearly nine times greater than in the previous decade,
new cases could well exceed 500,000 annually by the year 2000. Along with such
dramatic increases in the incidence of HIV infection and AIDS, the social,
cultural, economic and pOlitical challenges to the Jnternational community would
also intens Hy •

52. The 19S0s had, however, also witnessed the development ~f new technologies for
diagnosing and treating AIDS, and research on vaccines continued. For example, it
had been demonstrated that the Ifttest drug, AZT, slowed the progress of AIDS, and
even of the virus before symptoms appeared. However, the side-effects of the drug
and its exorbitant cost made it inaccessible to many people.

53. The global dimensions of HlV and AIDS had triggered an extraordinary response.
The Global Strategy for th~ prevention and control of AIDS was the world's first
truly global strategy for tackling an infectious disease. Since 1986, it had led
to the establishment in virtually all countries of national AIDS programmes
tailored to the specific situations of each country and sharing a common policy
framework. At the international level, a co-ordinated effort had been made under
the leadership bf WHO to provide sUPDort for those programmes. Despite inevitable
delays, the arduous work of AIDS prevention and control had been begun in record
time. A spirit of global solidarity had arisen as the international community
faced the AIDS problem, demonstrating that the disease was one of a small number of
issues, like environmental protection and the prevention of nuclear war, that were
felt to be of universal concern.

54. HIV and AIDS had challenged the At~_~. at every level. The disease had
focused attention on a number of complex social issues which predated it, including
the existence of certain imbalances, deficiencies and inequities in health-care
and social systems. Societies had been forced to reconsider the adequacy of those
systems ay the well as their support for the rights and dignity of all people.

55. Thus far, the Strategy had succeeded in laying a sound foundation for
concerted and increasingly effective action to prevent the transmission of HIV and
to Care for those already affected by the pandemic. However, if national AIDS
programmes were to be sustained in the future, the international community must
commit itsolf to that goal. Action that could be taxen includedl ensuring greater
participation of non-governmental and other community-based organizations,
inclUding persons infected with HIV, in policy planning, stimulating private-sector
contributions to efforts to combat AIDS at all levels, ensuring that new
technologies for diagnosis, treatment and prevention were readily made available to
the entire world, intensifying efforts to prevent discrimination against infected
people, and ensuring that the intornational developmant community, including the
United Nations system, re-examined its commit~ant to AIDS prevention and control
and contributed to that effort in 8 manner consistent with the Global Strategy.

56. Facing the tremendous challenges of tho 19905 meant building on the
achievements of the 19805 while continuing to innovate. All responses to the
problem of HIV infection and AIDS must be viewed in personal, national and global
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terms. The future of AIDS was closely linked to a global acceptance of the
philosophy of the United Nations itself and to a world-wide vision of humanity and
solidad ty.

57. ~_~RAHI (Executive Director, World Food Council), introducing the report of
the World Food Council on t~e work of its fifteenth session (A/44/l9), drew
attention to some of the report's key recommendations, which required concerted
support from all members Jf the international community. In the Cairo Declaration,
adopted by consensus, the Council had called for more determined action against
hunger and poverty, following the Programme of Co-operative Action thflt was
proposed in the report. Poverty and hunger must bv recognized as political
problems having political solutions.

58. The Programme recommended actions that could be taken at the national and
international levels to improve access to food, increase food production, direct
the benefits of economic growth to the poor, and enhance the efforts being made in
the areas of trade, aid, debt, resource flows, South-South co-operation and
military expenditure reduction. Aid agencies must endeavour to co-ordinate their
social objectives and international efforts to meet food emergencies more
effectively, with regular evaluations of such activities made by the Council.
While countries must take their own initiatives in combating hunger and poverty,
the achievements would be maximized if they, too, sought to co-ordinate their
efforts. Council members had agreed to introduce supportive social and cultural
policy changes and economic reforms. They recognized that employment and income
generation and the active involvement of the hungry were critical elements for the
success of such strategies, which must allow women to play a central role in the
development process.

59. Food production must be increased by means of food stra,egies emphasizing
domestic research and extension, the timely provision of affordable inputs, and
appropriate production incentives. Rural infrastructure and institutions must be
strengthened, and agrarian reforms ahould lead to a more equitable distribution of
productive assets. Food, nutrition and health programmes directed at vulnerable
groups must be introduced and expanded.

60. The Cairo Declaration emphasized the need to increase resource flows to the
developing countries and to find a speedy solution to the debt problem, since
resources freed through debt relief could be invested by developing countries in
food security programmes. The food security and well-being of low-income groups
must be protected during the adjustment process. Multilateral financial
institutions, international agencies and the international community in general
must be especially sensitive to the need for changes in curr&nt approaches to
adjustment. In the area of trade, all countries must be committed to the success
of the current round of multilateral negotiations under GATT. In that connection,
he welcomed the progress achieved during the April 1989 session of negotiations
regarding agricultural trade, although further negotiations should take issues
related to food security into account.
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61. As a step towards the elimination of starvation and famine, the elaboration of
an international agreement to facilitate the safe passage of emergency food aid to
those in need was recommended, as were practical measures to protect the most
vulnerable groups from the effects of civil strife, war and natural disasters.

62. The Council continued to provide support for food policy management training
programmes in Africa and believed that African countries must seek to strengthen
their eapertise in that field by means of appropriate training programmes.
South-South co-operation in the area of food and agriculture shou1~ be further
strengthened at the regional and int.rregional levels, in close co-operation with
the relevant United Nations agencies. UNDP should adopt the umbrella project for
the promotion of regional and South-South co-operation in the food and agricultural
sector. Finally, national and international political support for the eradication
of hunger and malnutrition must be increased. The elimination of hunger and
poverty should be a major theme of the special session of the General Assembly to
be devoted to international economic co-operation and a central objective of the
international development strategy for the 1990s.

63. The Cairo Declaration constituted a realistic framework for the implementation
of the Cyprus Initiative Against Hunger in the World. The Council was currently
studying ways and means of implementing the Programme of Co-operative Action, and
he welcomed the adoption by the Economic and Social Council of resolution 1989/88
in that connection. Drawing attention to paragraph 8 of that resolution, he
announced that the Council was making b special effort to strengthen its
co-ordinating role within its own mandate.

64. He welcomed also the r~ferences to the Cyprus Initiative and Cairo Declaration
which the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries had in the final communique of its
Uinth Summit Conference. Together with the President of the Council, he intended
to convene a series of consultations with developing countries and the donor
community to identify action that could be taken promptly and within the framework
of the Cairo Declaration.

65. Mr. OH~IH (Assistant Secretary-General for Development Research and Policy
Analysis), presenting the preliminary oral report called for in Economic and Social
Council resolution 1989/112, said that the term "net transfer of resources"
referred to a comprehensive measure of the balance of financial flows into and out
of a country. Taken together, all such transactions must offset each other, with
exception made for changes in the holdings of foreign reserve assets.

66. For the purposes of policy analysis, however, it was useful to distinguish
financial transactions from commercial transactions. As seen from the financial
side. net transfer corresponded to a net transfer of real non-financial resources.
Thus a net transfer of resources into a country meant a surplus of imports over
exports, excluding interest payments and remitted dividends on foreign equity.
Another traditional way of analysing a country's external transactions involved
distinguishing between its current account and its capital account. The two
accounts must add up to zero, except fOt changes in foreign reserves. The capital
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account included only those financial transactions which altered a country's assets
and liabilities, such as foreign borrowing or repayments of debt. A net inflow of
capital thus could be defined a~ an inorease in foreign indebtedness. Grant aid,
on the other ha~d, was included in the current account, where, somewhat
confusingly, it was referred to as a "transfer" in a slightly different sense,
i.e., a transaction without a counterpart. Interest payments were also included in
the current account, as they were regarded as payment for the service rendered by
foreign capital.

67. The two approaches were closely related. the net transfer of resources could
be defined either as the current account with financial transactions excluded, or
as the net capital account with the current financ~a' transactions included. It
was not surprising, then, that the two wer~ often confused. In a situation of no
net new lending, roll-over rather than repayment of debt, no grants but heavy
interest pa}ments on debt, the result would be a large negative transfer - a large
financial flow to the outside world that would be matched by a trade surplus and a
shifting of real resourcos. Such a situation was often described as a reverse flow
of capital, but that definition was inaccurate, as the level of indebtedness did
not change. The concept of net transfer of resources, was analogous to the concept
of cash flow in corporate finance, and, that concept was essential to an
understanding of the way in which volatile financial flows gave rise to adjustments
in the real parts of the economy which determined export and import flows.

68. While Dupply might exceed demand, or vice versa, purchases ultimately equalled
sales. Similarly, net transfer was b bookkeeping entry which became significant
wherl one analysed the process underlying changes in it. In principle, such an
analysis could account for any significant changes in a country's foreign economic
situation, such as a major change in the terms of trade or export supply or a
change in foreign borrowing, access thereto, or associated interest levels. In
recent years, attention had focused on the sharp swing from a larqe positive net
transfer of resources to developing countries to a very larqe neqative transfer.
He dr&w attention to the illustrativ9 tables which had been circulated to Committee
members and pointed out that when such swings emanated from changes in access to
finance, they imposed major adjustments on the real economies of debtor countries.

69. In reports which the Secretariat has prepared on that phenomenon, emphasis had
constantly been placed on the forceful effect the cessation of bank lendinq and the
rise in interest rotes in the 1980s had had on Latin America, which had absorbed
ahout $30 billion of tho swing in net transfer. In Africa, where grant aid and
low-intere~t public aid }I~d boen more prevalent, the net transfer had hovered
around zero tor some timH, nlthough that figure was an aggregato for a heterogenous
group ot oil-exporting Rnd heavily did-dependent countries.

70. The worsening of the torMS of trade led to an increased demand for finance, a
situation which in the past had often been accompanied by mitigating financial
flows. In recent years, however, the worsening of the terms of trade for most
developing countries had heen accompanied by difficulties in obtaining finance,
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which had aggravated the situation of commodity-dep.ndent and indebted countries.
It should be r.called that the rapid d.t.rioration in the net transf.r situation of
many developing countri.s was .ssentially an aspect of the debt situation and not a
discrete problem.

71. Rec.nt proj.ctions by such international ag.nci.s as UNCTAD, the World Bank
and IMF had op.rated on the assumption that no major d.parture from curr.nt
international policies would occur, a hypothesis which impli.d no significant
change in net transfer trends or in the performance of Africa and Latin America
during the first half of the 1990s. Tho.e regions would continue to experience
virtual stagnation or a decline in per capita income. There was no doubt that the
mo.t important issue at hand was the clo.e a••ociation b.twe.n changes in net
tran.fer. and change. in inve.tment levels in countries .xperi.ncing debt-servicing
difficultie.. Lagging economies therefore required a major increase in investment
lev.ls to be revived. Inve.tor confidence mu.t be restored, ~. mu.t the flow of
official resources. Investments and official a.si.tance were complementary type.
of resources and dependent on national policies.

72. He concluded by noting that an improvement in net financial flow. was
••••ntial if the .ituation of any debtor country was to be r.v.r••d and assuring
the Committee that the queetion of net tranefer. would b. d.alt with .xhaustively
in the World Economic Survey liiO.

73. Mr. KRYZHANOYSKI (Ukrainian Soviet Sociali.t Republic) said that changes in
international relations over the la.t few years had led to a significant
improv.ment in the world'. political climate and a n.w awar.nes. by States of the
necessity for a joint approach to political, economic, mocial and humanitarian
problems.

74. Despite such positive trend., particularly in the area of disarmament, there
had however still be.n no r~al proqr••s in international economic relations. The
world economy, as noted in the World Economic Survey 1989, was affected by serious
contradiction., such as the lack of economic growth in many developing countrie.,
partiCUlarly in Africa and Latin America. Th. pr.dicted slowing of growth in the
industrially developed countries would have ~ furth.r destabilizing effect on the
world economic situation.

75. It was therefore understandable that the Economic and Social Council had given
high priority in its work to the role of the Unite~ Nations in the development of
international economic relations and to the question of multilateral co-operation
His delegation was pleased to note the con.tructive and purpo.eful atmosphere that
l,ad characterized the second regular •••• ion of the Council in 19a9, and supported
toe important resolution. which had been adopted.

76. The Ukrainian SSR attached particular importance to the consensus resolution
1989/75 on the role of the United Nation. in the early identification, analysis and
m~nitoring of world economic developments. The accumulated expertise of the United
Nations Secretariat, combined with better co-ordination between the national
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eCQnomic research institutes, would help Governments reach a better understanding
Qf the prospects for world economic growth and the development of internatiQnal
economic relations. The practical implementation of such research could lead to
greater stability and predictability in economic r.elations, and help eliminate the
remaining imbalances. Resolution 1989/111, also adQpted by consensus, would alsQ
contribute to the attainment of those objectives by further enhancing the role of
the United Kations in resolving international economic problems.

77. In line with a trend reflected throughout the work of the United Nations
system, the CQuncil had also given close attention to the question of the
environmant. In view of the universal nature of environmental problems,
necessitating cO-Qrdinated and collective efforts by all States, the Ukrainian SSR
called for the elaboratiQn, under the auspices of the United Nations, of the
cQncept of international ecological security, with the aim of creating a new model
Qf inter-State co-operation to minimize the consequences of environmental
problems. The Economic and Social Council would have a key role to play in the
application of th~t concept.

78. The prQpQsed United NatiQns cQnference Qn environment and development in 1992
should aim initially at drawing up a programme for the evaluation of environmental
hazards, under which environmental monitoring could be conducted using the latest
technolQgy, inCluding satellite obsorvation. The Ukrainian SSR suppQrted the idea
Qf setting up a United Nations centre fQr emergency environmental assistance, which
would greatly a~sist the monitoring of natural processes, inclUding those of the
seas and Qceans. In the establishment Qf the centre maximum use should be made Qf
thA United Nations institutions, as well as the vQluntary participatiQn of States
bQth in its operation and financing.

79. A significant trend in the CQuncil's recent work had been the search for ways
to improve the social and economic activities of the United Nations system,
primarily by imprQving the efficiency of the Council's Qwn work. The Council's
summer session had been marred by the poor participatiQn of many delegations, and a
tendency tQ settle fQr half measures and tQ refer tha discussion Qf vital issues tQ
the General Assembly. It was regrettable that the planned triennial comprehensive
pQlicy review Qf operational activities for development had nQt in fact taken
place, and that failure, tQgether with Qther factors, demonstrated that the CQu~.cil

was still not playing the significant role in the United Nations assigned to it
under the Charter. The consensus resolution 1989/114 would help revitalize its
work and enhance its rQle as the Qnly Qrganization capable of monitQring the sQcial
and economic activity of the United Nations both at inter-Secretariat and
inter regional levels. His delegation therefore welcomed the decision tQ cQnsider
instituting a multi-year work programme, and pledged its active support for thQse
positive processes which would enhance the Council's role in the development and
strengthening of broad and mutually adv~ntageous international economic
cQ-operation.
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80. M~~_Q~~il~S~¥ (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) noted that a number of
measures had bAen taken over the la~t few years to streamline and render the work
of the Economic and Social Council and make it more effective. His delegation
attached great importance to the recornn1endations of resolution 1988/77 on the
revitalization of the Economic and Social Council but noted that many problems
concerning the substance and form of the Council's work remained unsolved.
Ctnsequently, greater significance attached to those recommendations in resolution
1989/114 concerning the elaboration of joint political approaches to the
socio-economic work of the United Nations, and the multi-year work programme to be
elaborated at its 1990 session.

81. Better efficiency and co-ordination in the work of the United Nations, and a
consequent improved quality and efficacy in intergoverrunental decisions, could be
achieved by adhering to the call in resolution 1989/114 for the preparation of
thematic analyses, planned to replace cross-organizational programme analyses. The
proper formulation of such analyses would enhance the preventive aspect of the
analytical work of the United Nations, the lack of which had been primarily
responsible fo~ the poor performance of the interorganizational programme
analyses. The Council's proposals on new ways of organizing documentation would
also improvo the efficiency of its work, as would the recommendations concerning
the rationalization of its committee meetings and the general debate, and increaseu
support from the Secretariat for its analytical work. The as yet incomplete
process of transforming the work of the Council was aimed at ensuring a swift and
flexible reaction to the changing economic situation, increasing the Council's
contribution to the social and economic progress of peoples and thereby ensuring
the proper performance of its mandate in terms of the Charter.

82. Encouraging changes had been observed in the work of the Council, which was
now characterized by a more purposeful and constructive atmosphere, conducive to
effective multilateral dialogue and the reaching of consensus. The Council was to
be commended on its work at the second regular session of 1989, which had made a
useful contribution to the solution of international economic problems and to
enhancing the role of the United Nations and the Council itself. The USSR attached
great importance to resolution 1989/85 on the role of the United Nations in the
early identification, analysis and monitoring of world economic developments, which
exemplified the greater practical orientation of the social and economic work of
the United Nations and would considerably strengthen its preventive role, increase
the efficiency of its economic analysis and forecasting, and help transform the
Organization into a true world centre of economic thought.

83. The Council's resolutions on economic co-operation harmonized closely with the
views expressed by the Secretary-General in his report on international economic
security, and in particular on the importance of policies geared to a more
interdependent world economic system, with a greater degree of pluralism. The
report had also drawn the important conclusion that international economic security
required greater stability, predictability and reliability in combined
international efforts to combat economic vulnerability in the areas of finance and
trade. The USSR believed that the issue of international economic security
transcended matters of regional confrontation, as it reflected the economic
interdependence and very survival of the modern world.
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84. The Council had give~ commendable attention to the development of human
resources, and by adopting resolution 1989/120 had focused on the importance of the
human factor in preparing the international development strategy for the 1990s. In
addition, the economic aspects of the Middle East problem had also been reviewed.
The USSR saw the convening of a representative international conference on the
Middle East as a vital prerequisite for the effective solution of that problem.
Other important results of the Council's session were embodied in its resolutions
1989/108, 112 and 113.

The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m.
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